
 

 

 

 

 
 

Year One – Art & Design – Key Knowledge Tracker 

 

Compare and 

Contrast 

Art on a similar theme can be different because of the colours or style the artist uses. (Mix It and Funny Faces 

& Fabulous Features and Street View) 
 

A texture is the feel or appearance of a surface. (Rain & Sunrays)  

Creation 

Observational drawing is when you look closely at something and draw what you see. (Human Senses)  

Observation means looking closely at something. (Funny Faces & Fabulous Features)  

Ideas can be created through observation (looking closely), imagination (creating pictures in the mind) and 

memory (remembering experiences from the past). (Rain & Sunrays) 
 

A print is a shape or pattern made by pressing paint or ink from one surface to another. (Rain & Sunrays)  

A collagraph is a textured block that can be used to make a print. (Rain & Sunrays)  

Human 

Form 

A portrait is a drawing, photograph or painting of a face. (Childhood and Human Senses and Funny Faces & 

Fabulous Features) 
 

A self-portrait is a portrait that someone makes of themselves. (Childhood and Human Senses and Funny 

Faces & Fabulous Features) 
 

A collage is a picture or pattern made by sticking paper onto another surface. (Funny Faces & Fabulous 

Features) 
 

Landscapes A sketch or drawing of a place or space is called a landscape. (Seasonal Changes and Street View)  

Malleable 

Materials 

Clay, dough and plasticine are soft materials and can be rolled, pinched, squashed and flattened. 

(Everyday Materials and Animal Parts) 
 

Card and paper can be layered to create a 3-dimensional effect. (Street View)  

3-dimensional art is not flat like 2-dimensional art. (Street View)  

Natural 

Art 

Natural materials, such as twigs, moss, pebbles, sand and water can be used to make art. (Bright Lights, Big 

City and Rain & Sunrays and Plant Parts) 
 

Transient art is art that can be moved, changed and cleared away. (Rain & Sunrays and Plant Parts)  

The best way to record transient art is by taking a photograph. (Rain & Sunrays and Plant Parts)  

Paint and 

Colour 

The primary colours are red, yellow and blue. (Mix It and Street View)  

Secondary colours are made by mixing primary colours. (Mix It and Street View)  

The secondary colours are purple, green and orange. (Mix It and Street View)  

Paper, Fabric, 

Metal and 

Plastic 

Collages are made by sticking or joining one material to another. (Everyday Materials and Funny Faces & 

Fabulous Features and Animal Parts) 
 

Pencil, Ink, 

Charcoal & Pen 

Soft pencils make dark lines. (Rain & Sunrays and Animal Parts)  

Hard pencils make light lines. (Rain & Sunrays and Animal Parts)  

Different types of line include zigzag, wavy, curved, thick and thin. (Rain & Sunrays and Animal Parts)  

Printing 

A print is a shape or pattern made by pressing paint or ink from one surface to another. (Mix It and Plant 

Parts) 
 

Colours can be mixed directly on a surface by pressing, folding and printmaking. (Mix It and Plant Parts)  

A collagraph is a textured block that can be used to make a print. (Rain & Sunrays)  

People James Rizzi was a significant American artist and illustrator. (Street View)  

 


